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Abstract 
A Smart Component is used in the setup of an expert Knowledge based Computer-aided Power fault detection system. 
The Smart Component will interpret  test commands that a user will input into a database. When the fault detection 
workflow is finished, the complex task will be decomposed into several separate tasks. Professionals will then tackle 
these tasks. This will allow for division of labor, the testing system will be convenient and flexible, and a good result 
will be gotten in practice. 
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1.Introduction  
With the continuous development of computer applications, Computer technology has been well 
applied to automated fault diagnostic test systems. Radar systems have many power supplies and General 
maintenance staff cannot repair these power supplies when they fail. The use of a computer to test for 
power failure through the SCH and PCB of a power supply requires an Expert Knowledge Based system to 
be built. A Computer Aided Test is carried out in accordance with it, so the fault location is easily 
determined. Such as in Figure 1 GPIB  test system block diagram. 
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Figure 1.   GPIB system diagram 
An expert knowledge base of a power supply fault (including fault-tree - fault handling process) 
detection system not only requires the analysis of theory, but also a lot of practice tests, choosing of the 
best method, processing commands and parameters. There is also the need to repeatedly test a large 
number of test points and different performance indicators. Traditional computer software developed, to 
control GPIB (General Purpose Interfaces Bus) bus test bed, can control instruments through the SCPL 
language. This language is the top-level specification of the IEEE488.2 (GPIB) standards hardware part. 
There are too many SCPL instructions and too many uncertain parameters. 
To test a performance indicator, a group of SCPL commands is needed, the old system design method 
requires that SCPL commands and parameters be written on the concrete realization of the program code; 
we can see references [2]. For example: set the output voltage of 220V, voltage frequency of 50Hz, and 
read in order to ensure that the correct settings are briefly as follows: 
 
viSession videfaultRM, vi6813B; 
viOpenDefaultRM (videfaultRM); 
viOpen (videfaultRM, "GPIB:: 2:: INSTR", VI_NULL, VI_NULL, vi6813B); 
viPrintf (vi6813B, ": OUTP OFF \ n ");// Close the power output 
viPrintf (vi6813B, ": VOLT 220 \ n ");// set voltage 
viPrintf (vi6813B, ": FREQ 50 \ n ");// set frequency 
viPrintf (vi6813B, ": OUTP ON \ n ");//Open Power output 
float fValueV, fValueHz; 
viQueryf (vi6813B, ": MEAS: FREQ? \n", "% f", fValueHz); / / read-back voltage 
viClose (vi6813B); 
viClose (videfaultRM); 
 
SCPL is closely integrated with program code; this has the following disadvantages:  
 When there is a minor change in the commands and parameters, there is a need to make amendments 
to the entire procedure.  
 Software developers and electronic, electrical engineers must work together (that is at the room and at 
the same time). This makes it impossible for those involved in the development (engineers, software 
developers and document clerks) to be work independently of each other. There is no division of 
labor. Even if object-oriented technology is introduction, it is just a simple package for GPIB function. 
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The method of including SCPL language in the commands and parameters, requires that software 
developers have some electronic engineering knowledge and electronic engineers have software 
development knowledge. This is difficult for both groups of people. The new method introduced in this 
article encourages division of labor. It allows the software research and development personnel and 
electronic engineers to focus on their own tasks.  
2.New idea 
During the research and development of radar power supply testing software, software engineers 
mainly need two main types of information - power fault-tree and test commands for getting performance 
indicators. In the test system, there are large numbers of test instruments, GPIB test commands and test 
parameters, as well as the changing of the management of the testing process. How to manage them  is the 
key to system optimization. A good method is used to solve it. 
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Figure 2.   the overall structure of software systems 
Figure 2 shows the new method for the overall structure of the software system. The purpose is to 
divide tasks among the software research and development personnel and the electronics, electrical 
engineers so they can work independently of each other. The basic idea of the new design is that the 
SCPL commands and parameters, as well as custom functions (including the general function and process 
function to deal with letter) is placed in the database. All commands for testing the performance indictor 
of a test point  is called the command group. An intelligent component designed which will be 
responsible  is built. During the test This component is responsible for the interpretation of the commands, 
and is not bundled with commands and parameters of SCPL. Command parameters and the process was 
produced by electronic engineers, through the software interface they are input by data entry clerk. The 
traditional method is not capable of that function through the preparation of the GPIB test a combination 
of simple commands, we can not achieve the desired effect. Figure 3 is the workflow of  Failure to 
determine process and Figure 4 is the workflow of  Test performance indicators. 
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Figure 3.   Workflow of  Failure to determine process 
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Figure 4.  Workflow of  Test performance indicators 
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3.The main design  
3.1.Database design 
In this method, the database is the basis of the various parts of the operation, through the establishment 
of inter-linked databases; data is divided into two main designs: 
One is the Expert Knowledge of performance indicators of test points, the voltage, current, resistance, 
ripple, signal waveforms and other information of the normal test points and   the fault tree information are 
stored. 
Another part is database of the test command information for getting the performance indicators for 
each test point, including specific commands, parameters, and the implementation of the command 
sequence. It is called command group. Fields of the main table are as follows: 
 InstCmdGrpID (command group ID) To obtain performance measurement results, the system 
need to implement a custom command and SCPL order (statistics, calculation, comparison, 
etc.), the implementation is based on the fact that the unit command group, includes more than 
a single command. 
 CmdOrder (command sequence) is a specific sequence of each order, in command group, 
according to the size of the order indicating the specific implementation of the order. 
 CmdType (command type) that the type of command, such as whether an order to return value, 
whether it is self-defined functions and so on. 
 FunStr (Executive Functions) the specific implementation of the command function, SCPL 
instruction execution function or custom methods(the method of components and macro level). 
 InstrumentID (apparatus ID) the specific implementation of the order of marking instruments, 
GPIB instruments used to determine whether an order issued to its own. 
 CmdStr (command) SCPL specific commands or custom commands. 
 ParaStr (parameters) SCPL specific instructions or orders from the definition of parameters. 
 Note (Note) In order to implement the information when prompted. 
3.2.Component Design 
Based on systematic analysis of the components, it is divided into three categories: 
 Class CGPIBCard is mainly to support the GPIB bus Agilent's VISA library functions, since 
the definition of order implementation of the custom command for the type of packaging 
methods. 
 Class CCMDDeCode to explain the database and dealing with macro calculation to explain the 
process of data-processing statistics. 
 Class CTestManager is the main component of the user interface and the interface with the 
database, and is called by the user to control instrument, and get the data; the command group 
can be automatically generated according to fault tree by it. 
Class CGPIBCard is introduced, there are three main methods. As following: 
 The implementation methods of basic commands: the basic package of Agilent's VISA library 
functions  for implementation of the SCPL command. Such as: ViPrintf, Send control 
commands to the instrument, ViQueryf, Send command to the instrument to get data[1]. 
 The implementation methods of custom command: It is based on the systems need to define 
the method, calculate according to the database command (CmdString) field command of the 
specific implementation of custom, showtips request show notes database (Note) fields in the 
content, Sleep latency database parameters ( ParaString) field in the setup time. 
 The implementation methods of macro commands (macro calculation): the calculation of 
macro commands through Macro Calculate method: "Max (V20, V26, V32)" for V20, V26, 
V32 maximum; "(Max (V20, V26, V32)-Min (V20, V26, V32)) / 5" for V20, V26, V32, less 
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the maximum V20, V26, V32 and then divided by the minimum value of 5; "Avr (V20, V26, 
V32)" for V20, V26, V32 number three on average. (Note: V20-20 refer to the database field 
CmdOrder value, which is also used to calculate the amount of custom, the first few 
commands data, which can be returned to the SCPL instruction data, the second can be 
calculated data) 
3.3.Component call 
When the user needs a measurement circuit board test points of performance indicators, the program is 
not bundled with specific instructions and parameters of SCPL and does not specify a specific VSIA 
function. The Intelligent Component interprets the user's prior entry in the database. commands, making 
separation of software systems and Circuit principle (see Figure 2), The following is a test of the software 
code of a point current: 
float fValue (-1); 
CTestManager * pTestManger; 
// Class initialization 
CtestManager pTestManger = new CTestManager (this); 
// Set command group ID, such as get the current from the instrument, Through the GPIB bus, a set of 
command is send  appropriate instruments to produce voltage and load, etc. 
pTestManger-SetGroupID (m_nGroupId); 
// Set to perform the command group 
pTestManger-GetData (fValue); 
// Corresponding data from the instruments 
delete pTestManger; 
// Release pointer 
 
// Access the knowledge base, for comparison, according to the fault tree to determine the next step. 
3.4.Features 
Innovative design has been taken by the system which has the following features: 
 Code reusability high, add more tests and performance indicators, do not add the code, do not 
modify the program,  Electronics Engineers use a friendly software interface to input the 
command data into the database. System testing, the components perform the same piece of 
code interpreter to explain command of the specified command group in database. 
  Software development is not only out of specific testing Workflow for getting performance 
indicators, and the statistical process of test data of performance indicators. 
 Fault-tree automatically generated command group, in the smart component contains a set of 
methods to provide a fault tree automatically generated command group functions, in the old 
method it can not be achieved. 
 Natural language input, command group for the use of pseudo-code input is close to natural 
language, the system automatically translates. 
 Schematics (SCH) and PCB map can be directly invoked, the user can use their visualization, 
data entry intelligently 
 Flexibility to add custom functions 
5.Concluding remarks 
This method has been described in the radar system test bed of the software development process and 
has been applied to good effect, greatly reducing the research and development staff involved in 
comprehensive knowledge required to accelerate the system development. It has also increased the 
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flexibility of the system, and the method. During the development of similar software, this method has 
been applied. In Practice the entire testing time only one-third of the testing time required in the old 
method. The method in intelligent test has a good value; it is worth to be studied further in theory. 
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